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Abstract--It is shown that the standard weak form of the stream function version of the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations is unsuitable for derivation or analysis of nonconforming finite element 
approximations. A new weak form, which is suitable for both purposes (and which can also be used 
without difficulty for the conforming case), is given. A general analysis of convergence is presented and 
applied to three specific nonconforming finite element schemes, of which two use cubic trial functions 
and one uses quadratics. It is shown that the quadratic element is as accurate in order as the cubits and 
may therefore be preferred. Following this, an algorithm for pressure recovery is given with examples of 
acceptable test and trial spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the past several years, the theory of the finite element method applied to the primitive 
variable formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations has been extensively developed and analyzed 
(see Refs [1-7]). An attractive alternative formulation for two-dimensional flows is the one using 
the stream function [8, 9]. The basic advantages ofthe stream function are that the incompressibility 
condition is automatically satisfied and the pressure is not present in the weak form. Although 
divergence-free lements [7] often share these advantages, they can be more complicated and 
expensive to implement than their stream function counterparts. 
The purpose of this paper is to present and analyze nonconforming finite element methods for 
approximating the stream function and (separately) the pressure. Unlike the primitive variable case, 
the coefficient matrix arising from the standard stream function weak form is singular for some 
important finite element spaces (see Section 4). A new weak form, free of this difficulty, is 
introduced in Section 5 and its discretization i Section 6. Section 7 deals with the error analysis 
of the scheme and some applications are given in Section 8. An algorithm for pressure recovery 
along with some examples are presented in Section 9. 
2. NOTATION 
Let t2 be a bounded, convex, simply connected polygonal domain in R: with boundary ~3f~. 
L2(f~) is the subspace of L2(f~) consisting of functions with zero mean. For each nonnegative 
integer m and each real number p I> 1, denote by wm'P(fl) the space of functions which together 
with their (distributional) derivatives up through order m are in LP(fl). Denote the norm on W"P(f~) 
by I1 lira, o. Let Wg',P(f~) be the completion of C~(f~) under • m p n. We equip Wg"P(fl) with 
the seminorm "mpn which is a norm equivalent o I1" ll-.p,o" no ambiguity arises, we 
write I" ..p.o(l'k,.o) as • IIm.,(l'l..A and when p = 2, we omit the subscript p. Also, let 
Hm(fl) = Wm'2(f~)(n~'(f~) = Wg":(f~)). The dual of H~'(f~) is denoted by H-'(f~), with norm 1.1_,. 
Let ~(fl)(f/~0(fl)) be H~(f~) x Hr'(t~)(nv(fl) x ng'(fl)) normed by 
II  11. = (11 u + [Iv = (I u + Iv 
where 
0--(:) 
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For each go eHl(~), define 
Also, all boundary conditions are taken in the sense of traces. 
In the discretization, we will only consider regular families of triangulations {~-h}, (i.e. the ratio 
of the diameter of each element to the diameter of its largest inscribed sphere is bounded above 
by some constant a, independent of h). We will also assume that the shape functions, P~, are 
contained in C~(K), VK ~ °o°rh and that the finite elements (K, Pr, Xx) are of the same type (where 
X~ denote the degrees of freedom of K). Denote by ~j(K)(~/(e)) the space of jth degree 
polynomials on K(e), where Ke ~h (e an edge in ~-h). Also, for gob in the finite element space, we 
denote by cu--tlh gob be the "elementwise" cu--tl operator, i.e. 
(c~lh gob)It = cu-}l ~o~jl~ VKe~ h 
and divh is defined in a similar way. 
3. NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
The Navier-Stokes equations for two-dimensional incompressible fluid flow are: 
- v Au + UUx + VUy + Px =fl ,  1 
- v Av + uvx + vvy + py = f2, in t~, t (1) 
Ux d¢- l)y ~- O, 
u=v=0,  ond[). 
Later, we will state conditions on .~and v guaranteeing the solution to equations (1). 
Any divergence-free v locity field, ~, in f/o~(t)) has a 
defined by 
cu--tl ~ = ~. (2) 
Moreover, we have 
unique stream function, ~ e Hg([)), 
-v  A¢r+d/yd/xy-g,x~byy+px=f ~, t 
v Ad/x + d/x~xy- ~byd/xx +py =f~, 
a~ 
=~n=0,  on ~gt~. 
The standard weak form of equations (1) is 
find ~e~(t) ) ,  p ~LI(Q), such that Vff~f-/~(fl), q ~L20(fl), "]
vbo(fi, ~,) + bt(fi; ~, if) + b(Cv, p) = (7, ~v), 
b(fi, q) = O, 
b0(fi, ~v) = fn Vfi : V~v, 
bl (~; ~, if) = fn ((~" V)~). ~,, 
b(~, q) = fn q div ~, 
where 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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and ( . , . )  denotes the duality pairing in L2(fl). For equations (3), 
find ¢, ~H0~(t'l), such that Vq~ eH~(t'l),~ (6) 
VCo(¢~, ~o) + c,(~; ~, ~o) = <Y, cu--)l ~>, ) 
where 
Co(¢,, ~0) = f~ ag, a~o, 
ci(~; ~, ~0) = ~ A~(L~ox - (x'P~)- 
The primitive variable (4) and stream function (6) statements of the stationary Navier-Stokes 
equations are equivalent in the sense of having identical solutions. The reason for this is that the 
space ~r" of divergence-free functions in H0m(fl) coincides with the space (~ of curls of H2(D) 
functions. It would therefore be natural to suppose that the above equivalence is inherited by the 
discrete problem whenever ~r "h and qfa, the discrete analogues of ~r" and ~ coincide. This very 
reasonable picture is in fact not always observed when nonconforming elements are used, as will 
be shown in the next section. 
4. THE MORLEY TR IANGLE 
In the conforming case, the finite element discretization of function (6) yields convergent 
solutions [9]. However, as we shall now explain, a naive use of function (6) yields some unexpected 
results. For simplicity, we will consider the Stokes problem. 
Let S h be the finite element space associated with the Morley triangle, i.e. the quadratic element 
whose degrees of freedom are function values at the vertices and normal derivatives at the midsides. 
The boundary conditions are imposed by setting all the degrees of freedom at the boundary (~fl 
to be zero. 
Observe that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique solution to the 
discrete biharmonic equation is that ch(', "), defined by 
Cg(~h, q~h)---- ~ frA~Ph Aq~h, 
induces a norm on the trial space. The following argument [4] shows that this is not the case for 
the Morley space. 
Setting Co(tp h, tp h) = O, yields Atphj Ix = 0, ¥K~ h. Since tp h is a piecewise quadratic, i.e. Atphj]x 
is constant, we get one homogeneous equation per element. Thus, the dimension of the null space 
of the discrete Laplacian operator is at least N - M, where N is the number of unknowns and M 
is the number of elements. 
The reason the above is so puzzling is that the natural velocity pressure spaces associated 
with the Morley element yield convergent solutions. Denote by X h - ph the velocity-pressure t ial 
spaces of Crouziex and Raviart [1], i.e. X h is the finite element space of piecewise linear (vector) 
functions which are continuous at the midsides of the triangles and Phc L2o consists of piecewise 
constants. The boundary conditions on X h are imposed by setting all the degrees of freedom at 
~fl to be zero. 
Define the discrete analogues of cg and ~ as follows: 
~h = {cu--}l, rp hi ¢ph ~ S'} 
Then, 
and 
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In spite of the above equivalence, the discretizations of equations (4) and (6) are not 
simultaneously solvable. The difficulty lies in the use of the standard weak form (6) of the stream 
function equation. 
5. AN ALTERNATIVE  WEAK FORM 
Define a new weak formulation as follows: 
find 0 EH2(f~) s.t. Wp ~H2(f~),~ 
vao(O, ,.p) + al(~b; ~b, ~p) = l(~p), J 
where 
r" 
ao(O, (P) = Jn 
a, (~'; O, ¢P) = In 
l(q) ) = fn f " cu--}l ~o. 
For 0, ~, ~o e H2o(f~), we have by direct computation, 
ao(0, q~) = Co(0, ¢P), 
~.~ q~xx + 20xy ¢P~j, + ~yy %y 
((~, ~ - (~ O.Oq,~ - ((~ 0~ - ~ ¢~x)~p~ 
a, (~'; ~, ¢p) = c,((; ¢p, ~k), 
a,(~; O, ~P) = --a,((; ¢p, O), 
la,(¢, ~, ~o)l ~< 2cs~l ¢1=10 I=1~o I~, 
Iz( )l 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Iz< 0)l cplf ? tl01  I=, for f LZ(f ), 
where cs is a Sobolev imbedding constant and cp is a Poincar6 constant. 
Denote by [at l, Izl the operator norms of a, and l, i.e. 
la, I = sup{a(¢; 0, (P)I(, 0, (p e Ho2(ft), 1¢ 12 = [~k [2 = lop 12 = 1}, 
Ill = sup{l(tp)[ ~p e H20(n), I 1= = 1}. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1 [2] 
Let v*= ([ a, I I/I)'< Then Vv > v*, ~e B-'(f~), problems (6) and (7) have a unique solution ~b. 
Moreover, there is a unique p e L02(f~) such that c~l  ~k, p solve problem (4). 
6. THE DISCRETE STREAM FUNCTION EQUATION 
We will equip S h with the discrete analogue of I • 12. We define the discrete Sobolev space 
seminorms as follows: 
q \l/q 
[']m,q,h'~-(g~,~p.h[°[m,q.K) ' 
for q~[1,  ~) ,  m a nonnegative integer. When q = 2, we write I'lm,2,h as I 
We now introduce a condition which will guarantee the solvability (and convergence) of the 
discrete scheme. 
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Condithgn I
Let S h be a finite element space such that 
3k I>2 for which ~k(K)=Px  ¥K~ rh and Ycph~S~, 
(i) ~p~ (at some point on each edge of K) e ~r, VK e ~-h~ph (at the nodes on Of~) = 0. 
(ii) ¥K~, /(2 e ~h with dK~ n OK2 = e 
f q(~¢-~,)x=fq(~o~-~p~)y =o, 
Vq ~_2(e), ~o~ =~hJl~," 
(iii) VKe~ "~ with dK~ca~f~ = e 
f q~oy = 0 Vq ~k_2(e). 
Setting q = 1 in (ii) and (iii) implies that tphx, ~0~ are continuous at some point of each internal 
edge e (i.e. the common edge of two distinct elements of y-h) and a zero at some point on ~f~. Thus 
we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1 
Vqe[1 ,~) ,  O~<m ~<2, I'lm.q.h is a norm on S h. 
We discretize quation (7) as follows: 
find ~h~sh, such that ¥~oh~S h,
va0~(¢~ ~, ~o ~) + a~(¢,~; ¢,~, ~o ~) =/h(~), J  
where 
(1o) 
ah(l~h, cph) ~K JK h h h h h h 
- LC J~)~ox ,  - ~ . )~py  - ( ~  
ah(~h; ~bh, ~ph) = ½ {ah(~h; ~kh, ~ph) _ ah(~h; gO h, ~kh)}, 
= f ¢py _f2~p~. 
Observe that a h, a h, a h and l h are linear in each of their arguments, and 
ah(~h; ~1 h, ~0 h) = --ah(~h; ~1 h, ~oh). (1 1) 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get 
lah(£; ¢~, ~P)I ~< 21¢ 12. 1 c ll.4.h 02) 
V~o, ¢, ~ for which the above expressions make sense. Hence, we will need discrete Poincar6 and 
Sobolev inequalities in order to show the continuity of P and a~. Clearly, the Poincar6 and Sobolev 
constants have to be independent of h. 
Their existence of the above constants has been shown by Temam [6]. His proof can be 
generalized to the derivatives of functions that satisfy (ii) and (iii) (of Condition 1) with q - 1, 
giving the following result. 
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Lemma 6.2 
q constants Cs > 0 and Cp > O, independent of h such that Vgo eriE(f1), q~h~Sh, 
Thus, by problem (12) and the above lemma, we have 
lath(e; ~k, ~P)I ~< 2c~1012,~l ¢ 12,~1 ~ 12,h (13) 
Ith(~)l-< c, II 7 In01 o 12.~, 
for all ~, ~, ~p ~ Hg(f~) ~ Sh,={)~ + )(h[)~ ~Hg([I), )(hssh}. 
For convenience, let El = 2c~ and F2 = II?ll0c.. Using the method of the continuous case, we 
now have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.3 
Let ~ = (F)F2) ~/2. Then Vv > ~, problem (10) has a unique solution ~k h. Moreover, 
I ~:l=,h-< r2/v. (14) 
From here on, we will assume that v > max(v*, f). Also, we have 
IO 12 <. r2/v, (15) 
where ~b is the solution to problem (7). 
In order to derive the basic finite element error estimate, we define the consistency error by 
~h(rp).-= p(~p) -- Vaho(~k, ~p) -- ah(~k ; ~b, ~p), 
where ~ is the solution to problem (6), ~0 ~H~([I)@ S h. Note that ~h vanishes on H~(tl). The 
following theorem (a slight generalization of the second String lemma [10]) can be proved using 
standard techniques. 
Theorem 6.4 (the basic finite element error estimate) 
Let ~k be the solution to problem (7) and ~k h to problem (10). Then, 
I~(~:)1 IV -- ~khl2.h~ ( 1"Jc Cl) inf I~k - (p  12h+c2 sup ~ , 
where 
c, = c, (v) = v + F, I ~12,~ + Fl I~k 12 ~< v2+ 2Fl r2 
V - -  F IF  2 
1 V 
C2(V) ~< C2 v - r,I 0hl2,h v 2 -  r , r ;  
7. ERROR ANALYSIS 
In this section, we will investigate the accuracy of the discrete scheme in terms of h. Following 
this, we will use a duality argument to estimate the error in the lower order Sobolev space norms 
I" I,.h and I1" II0. 
We make the following approximation theoretical hypothesis: 
Condition 2 
3 an operator h~.~(H3(fl)c~H~(fl); S h) such that 
V~o ~ Hm+ l(~), m ~[2, k], 
I~ -  rh~0 I,,h.< ch'+l-" l~ I .+. Vl, ~[0, 2]. 
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In view of the above condition and the basic finite element error estimate, we need to determine 
the size of the consistency error. If the stream function, V, and the pressure, p, are smooth enough, 
a calculation using equations (3) and Green's formula transforms ~P(cp~) into boundary integrals, 
i.e. 
where 
~(~0 ~) = ah(V; V, ~0 h) - yah(V; ~o *) + ~3(p, ~oh), 
(V,~p, + V,q,,), 
"2(V; ~0h)':~ K a h 0 LVx' ~c~%~ Vy + ehon 
~0 &ph 
~3(p, ¢ph)..= x p ¢3n" 
The following lemma may be derived using the methods of Crouziex and Raviart [1]. 
(16) 
Lemma 7.1 
3 constants cl, c2, c3 independent of h s.t. 
Vme[2, k], V~pheS h, VV, ~eH"+t(f~), peH"-I(fl), 
I~,¢; v, ,p~)l ~< c, h"-'l,p~J I=.~ I[v IIr.+, II ¢ IIr.+'. 
l~,(v, ~')I ~< ~=h--,l ~,'J I~., I v II.+ i, 
l~(p, q,')l ~< c,h'-'l~Jl=,,llP 11.-i, 
i.e. I~(~o')1 ~< cn--,l~o,j I~.~, ~ = ~(V,p). In view of the Theorem 6.4, we now have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 7.2 
Suppose V e H m + I(t'l) c~ H2([I), p e H m- i(f~) n L2(~) for some m e [2, k]. Then 
Iv - ,/,512.~-- O(hm-  1) • 
We now use a duality argument to get estimates for IV -V~JI,., and IIV -Vfl l0. ~ne  the 
(linear) "dual" problem by 
find ~eH~(t~) such that V~peHo2(f~) 
vao(~p, ~) + a(V; ¢P, ~) + a(~p; V, () = F~(cp)J (17) 
where 
Since v > v*, the Lax-Milgram lemma guarantees the existence of a unique solution to equation 
(19). Moreover, 3 a unique q eL0~(f/) such that V~e~r~(f~) 
vbo(~,c~l~)+bl(c~lV;~,cu~l~)+bm(~;cu-~lV, ci~l~)+b(~,q)ffi(~,~). 08) 
For the rest of this section, we will assume the V is smooth enough so that the following regularity 
conditions hold 
for ~ e hw(f0, s = 0 or 1, the solutions ] 
to (3.4) and q to (3.5) satisfy: t (19) 
eH3+'(f~) n H02(f~), qeH~+'(f~) c~ L2(~) and 
II ~ II,+, + II q II.+, ~< cl~l,. 
CA,M,W,A. 181B---E 
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Define F]  and the consistency error cSn(q~ n) as follows: 
F~(cP),= ~x fx~'cu--~l ~o, 
6n(~on)..=F~(q~ n) -- vaho(q/n, ~) -- an(q/; ~o n , ~) - an(~oh; q/, ~). 
Whenever the solutions ~, q to equations (17) and (18) are in H3(f~) x H~(fl), a calculation using 
Green's formula yields 
6 h(~o n) = ~t  (q/; q~ n, ~ ) + ~,  (q~ n; q/, ~) _ V ~2 (~, q~ n) + ~3 (q, q~ n) + 2~, (q/; ~, ~on), (20) 
where ~,  ~2 and ~3 are as in equations (16). 
By linearity of a~, a n, 6 h, ~n and equation (11), 
F~(q/* - q/ ) = vaho(q/n -- q/, ¢ -- q~n) + an(q/; q/n _ q/, ( _ cpn) 
+ an(q/n _ q/, ~On, ~ _ q~n) + an(q/n _ q/, q/ _ q/h, ~) + 6n(q/n _ q/) + ~(~On). (21) 
Since ~h( ( )= 0, we have 
I r~(q/n-  q/)l ~ (~ + r ,  I q/12 + r,  Iq/~12.~)lq/n- q/12.n1¢ - ~nl:.~ 
i.e. 
x r,l¢ 121q/- q/nl~ + I~n<q/n-q/)l ÷ I~(~on- ¢)1, 
Ira(q/n- q~)l ~< ¢,1~ n-  q/12.~1¢ - ~°nl~.n + c21¢ 12tq/-- q/nl~,~ + lan(q/n-- q/)l + I~n<~°n-- ¢)1" (22) 
Theorem 7.3 
Assume that the solution q/~H"+l(f~)c~H~(fl) and p EHm-l(f l )c~L~(f l ) ,  for some m e[2, k]. 
Then 
I q/ - q/nl,.n = O(h~). 
Proof  
f,~ v(q/- q/9. ~ 
IV, - q/nl,.n -- sup 11 g II0 ' 
= sup II g IIo ' 
Ir~(q/- q/n)l 
=sup I1~110 ' 
where the sup is taken over all ~L2(f~).  By Condition 2, 3q~h~S n s.t. 1¢ --~nl2.n.< c3hj1¢13. By 
Lemma 7.1, we have 
I~n(~ 0n- ¢)1- <c4hm- 'l~n _ ¢ kn, 
<~ c~h'l¢13, 
and 
['Sh(q/h -- q/ )[ ~< c6h([I ~ [13 + [I q II,)1 q / -  q/hl2,n. 
Thus, by Corollary 7.2 and expression (22), we have 
I r~(q /h -  q/)l ~ c', h-(ll ¢ 113 + II q II,) + c;h~-21¢ 12 
<-ch"(ll¢ll3+llqll,), Vm >_- 2, 
and the conclusion follows by function (19). 
Here is the L2(fl) error estimate. 
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Theorem Z4 
Suppose that V~p*~ Sh, 
(i) VK~, K2~Y "~ with OK~c~aK2 = e, ;~ (~o~- ~o~)= O, where ~o h --¢phj[K~, i= 1, 2. 
(ii) YK~Y "h with 0Kna~ = e, .I, ~p, = 0. 
Then, if ~b E H" + I(fl)C~Ho2(fl ) and p ~ H" -  ~(fl)f~L~([}) for some m ¢ [2, k], 
II ~ - ¢,~ IIo = O(h'+"), 
where 
Proof. Since 
0, k ffi 2, 
#= I, k>2.  
(¢/ 
[ [~-~/Ho= sup ju 
and C~(fl) is dense in L2(~), it suffices to show that for all g e C~(fl), 
I/n(¢-O*)g]<<-(ch'+")'lg[]o. 
So, let g ~ C~(fi) be given. Then 3 a unique w ~ C®(f~) such that 
-Aw- .g ,  infL 
w=O, on 0f~. 
Moreover, 3 a constant c such that 
Then, 
II w 112 ~< c [I g IIo. 
• ,) aw 
Let ~, q be the solution to equations (17 and 18) using c~l w as data. Then 
By Lemma 7.1, Corollary 7.2 and expression (22), 
I ro~,.(~* - ~,)l -< c~h"-'[¢ - ¢P*Jl2.h + c~h2"-21¢ 12 + [ 6*(~b* - ~)] 
Using Condition 2, expressions (19) and (25), we get, 
ic_¢jl~,h~ chjl~13, k=2,  
[ch2[( 4, k > 2, 
<<yc'h g]0, k=2,  
~. c'h2 I g o, k > 2. 
By Lemma 7.1, expressions (19) and (23), 
~chj[~/h - ~/12,h(U ~ [13 + liP II,), k = 2, 
16h(~:-~')l "< tch=l¢:-¢'1=,,(11~ I1,+ lip II,), k > 2, 
,feh'llg IIo, k=2,  
< [eh'+' i lg  I]o, k > 2. "" 
y~, ~ S h. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
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Combining expressions (26)-(28), 
,fch" II g Iio, 
I ro~,,.(~,' - ~,)1 ~< tch=+ 'llg I[0, 
It remains to bound 
For each edge, e, of some element K 
where h is the outer normal to K and e 
for some Kl, /(2 e 9--*, 
k -.-~ 2~ 
(29) 
k>2.  
,, (~ - ~) ~ . 
9 "-h, let 
1 ;eOW c(e' K)  = ~ l  '~n ' 
is traversed in the positive direction. Then if e = 63K1 N 63K2, 
c(e, Ki) = c(e, K2). 
By (ii), we get 
O = fe (~'hlx, -- ~hl~:2)c(e, K ) = c(e, K~) fe ~hl~,, +c(e, KO f ,~hl=2 ' 
where -e  is e transversed in the opposite direction. Thus, 
[~K ~OK (~-~h) ~W~Fl ~Kec::~K ;e ( 1- ~lh)(cqW--c(e'\~r/ K)). (30) 
By Lemma 3 of Crousiex and Raviart [1] and Theorem 7.3, 
chm+'lw[=. 
Combining expressions (29) and (30), we get 
~ch m, k = 2, 
I]~'-~'hll°<<'(chm+', k>2. • 
Without the additional hypotheses (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7.4, [[~k -~,h[10 can be estimated 
using a Poincar6 inequality. Under reasonable assumptions on ~-h (e.g. uniformly regular 
triangulations), 3 a constant c such that 
II~11o~1~t, v~o~s~. 
Then, 
II ~ - ~hll0 < II ~ - rh~ II0 + II rh~ - ~110 
~< tl ~k -- rh~k [10 + c Irh~ -- ~khl~ 
~< II~ b --rh~ k I[0 + clr,~ -~"1, + cl ~ - ~hl,. 
By Condition 2 and Theorem 7.3, 
II ~, - ~,hll0 -- o (h m), 
8. APPL ICATIONS 
We shall give some examples of stream function trial spaces which satisfy Conditions 1 and 2. 
We will impose the boundary conditions by setting all the degrees of freedom at the boundary nodes 
to be zero. We will describe a typical finite element (K, Px, Er) by specifying the degrees of freedom, 
Er, and the local finite element space (sometimes called the shape functions), PK. 
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In all our examples, the function values at the vertices of K are specified. Hence, it suffices to 
show the following holds for each w ~ PK. 
for each edge e cdK,  q 6/~k_2(e) "~ 
low ;e W q ~n and q ~-T can be expressed as a linear (.) 
combination of the degrees of freedom on e. 
Naturally, the coefficients of the linear combination mentioned in problem (.) would depend on 
q and possibly Ie I" Moreover, if k = 2, i.e. q is constant, 
q-~ = q(w(~) - w(~)), Vq e~'0(e), 
where e is the edge from ~ to ~ and 
problem (,) holds for dw/~n. 
We will use a similar argument o 
satisfied, i.e. 
for each edge e 
combination of 
= I~ - hl-~(~ - ~). Thus our task reduces to showing that 
determine whether or not the hypothesis of Theorem 7.4 is 
c OK, .few can be expressed as a linear (**) 
J the degrees of freedom on e. 
Clearly, problems (,) and (**) will hold for any C ~ (i.e. conforming) element. The references given 
below contain the verification of Condition 2. 
For notation, let a~, i = 1, 2, 3 (4 for rectangular elements) be the vertices of K, labeled in the 
positive direction. Let ac = ~at + a2 + a3), e~ the edge which does not contain the vertex a~, and b~ 
the midpoint of ei. We will use the following symbols in the diagrams: 
o--function values; 
O--f irst derivatives; 
, / ' - -normal derivatives; 
~average  normal derivative. 
Example 1 (the Morley triangle [4]) 
The Morley triangle is a quadratic element whose degrees of freedom are the function values 
at the vertices and the normal derivatives at the midsides. Since w is quadratic, 
dim P x = 6, 
Px = :~2 (K), 
= le'l (b,) 
and hence function (,) holds. 
Example 2 (Fraeijs de Veubeke triangle I [4]) 
This element is our nonconforming example that satisfies both properties (,) and (**). The 
functions w ~ Px are cubics which satisfy the following: 
13 83 2-~ I I  ~W 
W(ac) = 2-7 ~. l w(ai) + 2-7 ~= l w(bi) - i-1 ~ lei[ .le, Omi ' 
where mr is the vector from a~ to b~. 
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Table 1 
No. of Assumed 
unknowns on regularity 
Finite element dim Pk Pk n xnmesh I*-q,% I~-*hhh* Ilq,-~bh]10t of~, 
Morley triangle 6 Pk = ~2(K) 4n 2 O(h) O(h 2) O(h2)~ H3(fl) 
Fraeijs de Veubeke 9 ~2(K) ~ Px ~ ~s(K) 7n2 O(h) O(h 2) O(h 2) HS(f~) 
triangle I
Fraeijs de Veubeke 10 Px = ,~3(K) 9n2 O(h) O(h 2) O(h2)~ HS(fl) 
triangle II 
Clough-Tocher 12 ~3( K ) ~< Px 6n2 O(h2) O(h3) O(h4) n4(f~) 
triangle 
Bogner-Fox-Schmit 16 .~s(K) ~ Px 4n2 O(h2) O(h3) O(h4) H4([2) 
rectangle 
Argyris triangle 21 Px = ~s (K) 9n ~ 0 (h 4) 0 (h 5) 0 (h 6) Hn(f~) 
tExtra regularity may be required on c. 
:~Follows from the Poincar~ inequality. 
The degrees of freedom are the function values at the vertices and 
dim PK = 9, 
~2(K) c PK c ~3 (K), 
the average normal derivatives on the edges. Thus property (,) holds. By Simpson's rule, property 
(**) holds. 
Example 3 (Fraeijs de Veubeke triangle H [4]) 
The shape functions for this element are cubics and the degrees of freedom are the function values 
at the vertices and 
dim PK = 9 
PK = ~3 (K) 
the centroid, and the normal derivatives at the Gauss points of each edge, i.e. 
~= w(ai),i=l, 2, 3; w(ac) ;~n(ga i+(1- -g )a j ) , i , j= l ,  2, 3, i-~j , 
where g = (3 + x/~)/6. Therefore 
fe 0w_led i+2 0w 
,q--on -- -2 j=~+,  q(gaj+(1 - g)a j+, )  ~--~n (ga j+ (1 - g)aj+l) .  
Clearly, the above expression holds if O/On is replaced by O/Oz. However, Ow/O~ at the Gauss 
points of e cannot be expressed in terms of the degrees of freedom on e. Thus, property (.) holds 
for k =2.  
A summary of the above results are presented in Table 1. For comparison, we have included 
some conforming elements [10], the Clough-Tocher t iangle (macrocubic), the Bogner-Fox-Schmit 
rectangle (bicubic) and the Argyris triangle (quintic). 
9. PRESSURE RECOVERY 
An algorithm for pressure recovery using conforming elements i presented in Ref. [9]. We extend 
those ideas to the nonconforming case. 
By Theorem 5.1, there is a unique p ~L20(~) s.t. 
b(b,p) = A(¢;]', v)(b), Vb~f'/~(~), (31) 
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where 
A (0 ;f, v)(~) = <f, 8> - vb0(cu-'~l 0, 0) - b, (cu-'~l 0; cu--~l 0, 8). 
The basic idea is to discretize quation (31) but this presents ome difficulties. 
First of all, the coercivity condition (i.e. the divergence-stability requirement) does not 
necessarily hold for arbitrary test and trial spaces, X n -  ph (even in the conforming case). 
Also, the right-hand side has to be discretized, i.e. the functional A(0;f, v) has to be replaced 
by An(0h;f, v). Thus the discrete analogue of equation (31) is uniquely solvable only if the null 
space of An(On;f, v), in X n coincides with ~n, the space of discretely divergence-free functions; 
or ~n coincides with the space of "curls" of the stream function space S h, (for example, the 
Morley space and the P1 - P0 pair described in Section 4). Thus, we solve the following equivalent 
problem: 
find ~, E ~o~(f~), p E L o2(f~) such that ] 
/ 
bo(CV, 8) + b(b,p) = A(O;.~, v), YO~/-/'~(fl), ~. (32) 
/ 
b(Cv, q) = O, Yq ~ L 2(fl). J 
Note that the above Stokes' problem is uniquely solvable. Moreover, ff - 0. We now discretize 
problem (32) as follows: 
findfiPEX n, ph~ph suchthat ] 
b~(Cvh' vn) + bn(bh'Pn) = Ah(0n;~' v)(0n)' VSneXn' f (33) 
bh(w n, qh) = O, \tqn e pn, 
where 
A n(0 h;f, v)(b h) = (f, 8n) - vb~(cu--~lh 0 , 0 n) -- b~(cu--~ln 0 ; cu--~lh 0 n, 0n), 
bh(bh, qh) = ~x fxgh div 8h. 
If X h - ph is div-stable (Condition 3) and satisfies certain consistency conditions (Condition 4), 
it then follows from primitive variable theory [1, 2] that problem (33) is uniquely solvable on 
Xh_  ph provided Ah(Oh;f, V) is continuous on X h. 
Condition 3 (div-stability [ l id  
~fl > 0, constant independent of h, such that VqhEp h, 3~h eX h, bh# 0, with 
b'(v', q') >t [3 II qh IlolV I[,, 
Condition 4 
Let PhcL~(f~) be such that 3j/> 0 for which 
#AK) = {qhl,,;qh~ph }, VK~Y "h. 
Moreover, assume that 3 an operator phe .Z(Hl(f~)c~ L~0(f~); ph) such that Vm E[2,j + 2], 
II q - phq IIo ~< chm- t l q Im -," 
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Let X h be chosen such that each ~ • X h satisfies the following: 
(i) VK~, K2 • ~-h with t3K1 n c3K2 = e, 
Vq •~j(e) ,  where ~ = fihlx ,. 
(ii) VK•~ "h with dK c~ df~ = e, 
f qh '~h=fq  "~'~=0, 
Yq 6~j (e ) .  
Using the techniques of Section 6, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.1 
(i) l" [i,h is a norm on xh; 
(ii) 3Cp such that ~hlo <~ % ~hl,,h" v~)h•xh; 
(iii) 3c~ such that ~h [0.4 ~< cs I bll.h, 
where Cp and c~ are constants independent of h. 
Thus, we equip X h with the norm I" I'.h and ph with the L2-norm. Since b0 hand b h are linear in 
each of its arguments, the following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 6.2 and 9.1. 
Lemma 9.2 
Ah(~h;f, v) and Ah(~hh;f, V) are continuous linear functionals on X h. Moreover, 3 a constant 
2 > 0, independent of h, such that v~h• X h 
I A*(, ;f, v)(~) - Ah(~Oh;~,, V)(b*) [ ~< ).l~b -- ~O hl~,~l ~* [l,h" 
In order to derive the basic error estimate, define the consistency error, .~h, as follows: 
.~h(bh) ,= A h(~k ;~, v) (fib) _ bh(bh, p). 
Theorem 9.3 
There exists a unique solution ~,  ph to problem (33). Moreover, 
[Ip-p~{10~< 1+ i n f l lp -P~l l0÷-sup~ ÷-  I~'-~'%" 
Proof. The existence of a unique solution to problem (33) follows from Lemma 9.2. VbheX h, 
b~( fi, h, ~;h) = A h(~h;~ V )(~) -- bh(~, p h) } 
= A h(¢ h;.~, V ) (~h) _ A h(~k ;~, v ) (~h).~(~) + b a(~, p - p h). ~ (*) 
Since bh(Cv ~, qh)= b~(W,,ph)= O, Yq~•P~, setting 0h= W ~ in equations (,) yields 
l I~[,,~ ~ l~-~l : ,h  + lip -q  0+ sup~.  
By the linearity of b h and equations (.), we have 
bh(bh, qh __ ph) = bh(~h, qh __ p) + b~(~, ~) + Ah(~l;7, Y)(~)a) -- Aa(~kh;Tf, v)(f~ h) -- .~(bh). 
Thus, by Condition 3, 
.~(~h) 
and the conclusion follows from the triangle inequality. • 
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Hence, it remains to estimate .~*(~h). By Green's formula, we get 
( .~h(~)h) = K p~)h. I"1 ÷ "g V h -~n ~]y - -  D2 On / '  
where 
Using the methods of Section 7 (see Lemma 7.1), we have 
Lemma 9.4 
If ~ e H"  ÷ t(fl) n H2(f~) and p ~ H ' -  I(fl) c~ L2(I2), for some m e [2,j + 2], then 
_ sup ~ ~ cah"  - t 
~xh itr.i l.h 
for some constant c independent of h. Thus, 
l ip II0 = O(h m-') ÷ O( I  - (34) 
Since [~ - $*12.h = O(h ' - t ) ,  for m e[2, k], ph should be chosen such that j  ~< k - 2. Moreover, 
choosing j = k -2  ensures the optimality of the approximation. Note that the triangulation 
on which X h, p,  are defined need not be the same as that for the stream function trial space. 
Equation (34) would then be 
liP -p~ll0 = o( / ; ' -1)  ÷ o( l l  ~ -- ~¢hl2.h), (35) 
where ~ is the grid size for the pressure and h for the stream function. 
The following div-stable test and trial spaces may be used to recover the pressure. The choice 
of the trial spaces, ph c L02(~) would depend upon the stream function space. The test space X h 
would be of the form W h x W h. For conforming methods, W h c H01(fl). 
Our first example is the P t -  P0 pair described in Section 4. The pressure space consists of 
piecewise constants. W* consists of piecewise lienar functions which are continuous at the midsides. 
We impose the boundary conditions by setting the degrees of freedom at the boundary 011 to 
be zero. The proof of div-stability can be found in Ref. [1] and Condition 4 is trivial to verify. 
This pair should be used if the stream function trial space is one of the nonconforming elements 
in Section 8. 
Our second example is a P2 -  P0 pair [2] where the pressure space consists of all piecewise 
constant functions on ~-h. W h = H0~(ll) consists of the continuous quadratics on 5 h. 
One could always use the Taylor-Hood pair [2], i.e. a P2 -  P~ pair, provides that 5 h satisfies 
certain minimal conditions. 
For more examples of div-stable pairs, see Ref. [1 1]. 
10. SUMMARY 
Due to the complexity of conforming methods, nonconforming finite element schemes are very 
important in the numerical analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations. The difficulty with the 
standard stream function weak formulation was discussed. A new weak form and a general theory 
of the resulting nonconforming scheme were presented. The error estimates, Corollary 7.2 and 
Theorem 7.3, are basic results. One theoretical disadvantage, although not a serious one, is that 
an additional power of h in the L2-error in ~ (Theorem 7.4) is not always obtained. This happens 
when one of the following holds: 
(i) The degree of the trial functions is too low (e. g. Morley triangle, Fraeijs de 
Veubeke triangle I). 
(ii) The value of k for which the weakened continuity requirement (Condition 1) 
holds is not optimal (e.g. Fraeijs de Veubeke triangle II). 
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(iii) The hypothesis of Theorem 7.4 does not hold (e.g. Morley triangle, Fraeijs de 
Veubeke triangle II). 
(These error estimates have been experimentally verified for the Morley triangle.) Higher order 
nonconforming elements that satisfy Condition 1 can be constructed but they can be more 
complicated than the conforming ones. 
The pressure is recovered in a natural way. Note that boundary conditions were not imposed 
on the pressure space and the smoothness requirements on the solutions to the continuous problem 
are minimal. Also, the only consideration in the choice of the pressure trial space is the error 
estimate equations (34) and (35); and the test space should be chosen so that Conditions 3 and 
4 are satisfied. 
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